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From [3̂2], algorithms for determining the probabilistic characteristics of random processes are well 
known; these algorithms are constructed on the basis of estimates of the real and imaginary parts of the 
characteristic function and have the form

A(V) =  J J * ( r - / )  cos [Vx (/)]<«; £ ( 1 0 -  \ ( 7 1 -  o sin [V* (<)]<«. (1 ).

where x(t) is the investigated random process; V is the parameter of the characteristic function; g(T - 1) is the pulse 
response of the integrator; A (V ), B(V) are respectively the estimates of the real and imaginary parts of the 
characteristic function. In [1,2] the following formulas are given for determining the initial distribution moments:

ma  =  (2/*m) Y ,. B (M V) f  m .sasin (xkAV) dx; .J o ( 2 )
mn =  *& / («+  1) +  ( 2 /x J  Y ~  A (kAV) [ Xm x" cos (xkAV) dx,

^*=1 o

where x, are the current and maximum values of the random process x(t); AV is the quantization step of the real 
parameter of the characteristic function; V = kAV; a = 2r -1; n = 2r; r is a prime number. In accordance with Eqs. 
(1), the analyzer measures the estimates of the real (A (V ) and imaginary B(V) parts of the characteristic function, 
while in the computer block the algorithms (2) are used to determine the initial (central) distribution moments of 
the random process.

The purpose of the present work is to investigate the known (2) and newly derived algorithms for 
determining the distribution moments of random processes and developing recommendations for their application.

Using the expansion of the characteristic function into a Maclaurin series (see [3]) for various values of 
the real parameter V, we derive a system of linear equations

i A (1A10 +  iB  (1A10 1 +  /lAKffii -  [(1 AV)*/2I] m* +  ... +  (U\AV)rlr\\ m,;

A (2A10 +  iB  (2AK) =  1 +  , W %  -  [(2AKV2I] « * + . . .  +  {(j2AV)'/rl] mr;

.-4 (M10 JB (kAV) =  1 -l. jkAV,ni- [(*AV)*/2!] m, +  ... +  [(ikAV)r!r\\mf ,

where j is the imaginary unit; k = r/2 is the number of equations. The solution of this system of equations for the 
i-th initial distribution moment nij has the form

ma  =  ba (kAV) B (kAV); mn .  cn +  an (kAV) A (kAV), (3)

where an (kAV), ba (*AV), cn are coefficients obtained in the solution of the system of linear equations.
An analogous system of equations may be formulated if the expansion of the cumulant function into a 

Maclaurin series is used along with its relationship to the characteristic function (see [3]). Then the solution of the 
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